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      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression
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Experiences in the expressive arts involve creating and presenting and are practical and experiential. Evaluation and appreciation are used to enhance enjoyment 
and develop knowledge and understanding.
My learning in, through and about the expressive arts:
• enables me to experience the inspiration and power of the arts
• recognises and nurtures my creative and aesthetic talents
• allows me to develop skills and techniques that are relevant to specific art forms and across the four capacities
• provides opportunities for me to deepen my understanding of culture in Scotland and the wider world
• is enhanced and enriched through partnerships with professional arts companies, creative adults and cultural organisations.
Curriculum for Excellence, Expressive Arts, Experiences and Outcomes

‘Music by its very nature both requires and nurtures deep listening, teamwork, the ability to blend into a whole greater than oneself.’
Doug Goodkin

Introduction☺

Awareness of the importance of wellbeing on a child’s ability to learn continues to grow.
This is reflected in various developments such as Getting It Right for Every Child (GIRFEC, 2015)
Better Relationships, Better Learning and Better Behaviour (Scottish Government, 2013)
Applying Nurture as a Whole School Approach (June 2017).
Musical learning can be added to the strategies that support these developments.

This section of the ‘Get Creative’ resource is a reference section to support planning, 
facilitating and assessment of primary music with a focus on creativity and wellbeing. Being 
creative helps people feel well and happy. Music offers an avenue for children to be creative 
in a group context. This context is crucial as it builds social skills, especially those of listening 
and respecting others. The focus in this resource is on being creative WITH others. 
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MUSIC AND WELLBEING
There is recent research to indicate that musical learning that involves frequent mirroring and group collaboration can build 
the capacity for empathy (Rabinowitch 2012). This resource is abundant in these types of activities as well as including specific 
consideration of children’s feelings and needs in the process of music making (see ‘Get Creative with Health and Wellbeing’ 
page 79). The intention is to create a nurturing classroom environment that reinforces safety, trust and kindness, in order for 
children to work together creatively. 

“Children are more likely to develop sensitivity to music while at the same time developing sensitivity to 
people.”
Gamble, 1984

Relationship Based Learning 

Why focus on relationships when teaching music?
• It can improve the quality of the musical learning, not only because it creates an atmosphere of inclusion and trust but also 

because we can learn more from each other.
• Music is the art form that most quickly affects the way we feel, making it an effective tool to work with emotional literacy. 
• Primary classroom music is normally a whole group experience. Making sound together brings its unique challenges. Use 

this as an opportunity to build respectful ensemble skills.

“A study on the social processes that took place as children composed together found that those 
children with ‘good’ friendships not only had a higher level of discussion during the process but also 
produced a higher level of final musical composition”
The Importance of Friendship When Working on a Musical Composition (Miell & MacDonald: 2001)

trust

safety

kindness

creativity

collaboration
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Tools to support relationship based learning

In the index you will find a pack of needs cards that have been developed over several years alongside children in Argyll and Bute. The needs cards show values 
or conditions that are considered essential to wellbeing. Alongside that there are activities and cards to develop a language of feelings. Used together, these 
can help learners explore how their feelings are connected to needs and an understanding of how similar feelings can reveal a variety of different needs. More 
information on a ‘needs’ based approach can be found in ‘Get Creative with Health and Wellbeing’ page 79.

FEELING POSSIBLE NEEDS
angry to be listened to, to be respected, to be included
irritable need for rest, to be understood, for privacy

Movement and Play
The activities are designed to regularly incorporate movement and playful interactions and:
• make music more creative
• help keep children engaged
• support memory recall
• aid understanding of pitch
• lessen inhibition 
• improve vocal tone
• serve as a springboard for musical ideas
• help children understand musical structure
• support other learning outcomes (in the same manner as ‘Better Movers Better Thinkers’).

• planning and assessment
• relationships in the classroom
• learning
• understanding ourselves and others
• self awareness
• community and solidarity
• appreciation of differences and similarities

• improved behaviour
• challenging situations
• choices in communication
• kindness for others

A ‘needs based’ approach can be used to support: trust safety

When a child recognises what they need they are more empowered to take action. A needs based approach helps to decode children’s behaviour

sharing appreciation
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Section One
LEARNING AND TEACHING MUSIC

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺
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This resource is designed for classroom teachers as well as specialists. Teachers have several advantages when teaching music:
• knowing the children
• being able to incorporate music across the curriculum, including extended projects
• having skills in collaborative learning
• learning alongside pupils (supporting an exploratory atmosphere).

Guiding Principles
As a non-specialist it helps to have some basic guidelines to help teach music effectively

Put the sound before the symbol.  Prioritise listening. When learning new musical material: first listen, then sing, then play on instruments, then read.  
Notation and symbols are useful but in the right place and the right time. At primary level the majority of musical experience can take place without notation. 

Adopt an integrated approach. Make inventing, presenting and listening an integral part of each lesson.  It is seen as more effective to combine all three as 
a natural part of music making. 

Use the body. Engaging the body supports an understanding of duration, rhythm, pulse and musical expression.

Facilitate rather than ‘teach’.  No need to have the whole lesson planned, use a structure then be open to creative developments. Benefits of facilitating  
include: an open space for unexpected outcomes; a level of musical ability beyond your own; enhanced creativity; leadership opportunities; ownership of 
learning; deeper understanding through discovery.

“When people are primarily motivated to do some creative activity 
by their own interest and enjoyment of that activity, they may be 
more creative than when they are primarily motivated by some 
goal imposed about them by others.”
Amabile, 1996, P15

LEARNING AND TEACHING MUSIC
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The Listening Experience
Exposing children to a wide range of musical listening and presenting experiences is essential in developing musicianship.
Listening is a transferable skill in and out of the classroom, help children extend their ability to actively listen by:
• modelling good listening skills (if listening to music together, don’t look through notes: stay genuinely focussed on the music and let your face show it)
• providing a variety of listening modes and directives. 

to listen
Keep listening 
at the heart of 
music activities.

Ideas to help facilitate for creative outcomes
• Begin each session with a musical experience. Put musical experience before explanation.
• Be willing to change direction and change the plan. 
• Engage the whole body in movement activities (this has been shown to enhance creative thinking). 
• Include improvisation in each session.
• Be playful.
• Avoid making evaluative comments during the process of inventing.
• Where possible facilitate through stories and images, rather than instructions and rules.
• Ask questions that are open and encourage thinking.
• Give sufficient wait time after asking questions.
• Be aware that safety and trust will support creativity.
• Focus on process rather than outcomes.
• Think of the unusual or create unexpected combinations. For example: conduct with the feet; ask 

‘what sound do you think a cloud makes?’
• When possible avoid demonstrating to allow children to find their own way to create. 
• Also see ‘Designing and Delivering Creative Learning Activities’ (Appendix page 29).

Facilitation Skills
• Listen and reflect back musical ideas.
• Ask open ended questions.
• Encourage tone quality and technical skills 

at appropriate moments.
• Model a willingness to participate. 
• Model beat and rhythm keeping.
• Use musical language (see Appendix).

Listening modes:
Physical: Let the body move and respond to music.
Emotional: Focus on bodily sensations and feelings.
Intellectual: Listen for defining features of a piece.

Creative: dance, draw, write while listening.
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DEVELOPMENTAL LEARNING
Beat And Rhythm
In terms of development the natural tempo of a young child is faster than that of an adult.  To help children keep a steady beat at a slower pace: create large 
actions in time with the beat; sing a song at the desired tempo; have children copy a child who is keeping the beat; mark the beat with contrasting actions (such 
as hitting a boomwhacker on the floor and then on the hand). The same applies for rhythmic units which is why faster rhythmic units are easier to teach than 
long slow notes. NB Most children enjoy speed. Introduce slower material from time to time. 

Pitch
There are certain pitches and interval leaps that are easier for young children to sing than others. The range in 
which young children can sing comfortably and correctly is normally five or six whole tones. Half tones can be 
difficult for many children under seven to sing. 
Two of the most common intervals found in children’s songs and playground chants are the intervals between so 
and mi, and la and mi.  Most children find these easy to sing especially when sung from the higher note to the 
lower note. It is from these understandings that Zoltan Kodaly built a progression for pitch learning. For more on 
the Kodaly method see: www.britishkodalyacademy.org
Here is the progression recommended by the Kodaly method when teaching with solfa:
1. The minor third (so-mi)
2. la and its intervals with so and mi
3. do and its intervals with so, mi, and la
4. re and its intervals with the above.
The song section is arranged following these guidelines, allowing children from early level to sing with confidence. 

The Pentatonic Scale
These five notes: do, re, mi, so, la,  make up a pentatonic scale. The pentatonic scale can be sung easily by children at 
early and level one because it omits the half step between mi and fa. This scale is used in many Scottish folk tunes and 
any song containing only the pentatonic scale will work well sung in a round or in canon.  

Dynamics
This generally refers to loudness and softness. This is one of the first musical concepts that children can understand and 
should be included from early level. Pre school children can easily understand loud, soft, fast, slow. NB It’s easier for 
children to play very loudly. Playing softly takes more control as well as developing the subtlety of shades in-between.

Solfa is a system where vocal sounds are 
given to represent each note of a scale.

dodo     re     mi            so     la   

︵do     re     mi    fa     so     la     ti︵ do

www.britishkodalyacademy.org
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PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT

Music and Principles of Curriculum Design
Ideas to stimulate planning and assessment around the 7 principles of curriculum design. NB many ideas will be interchangeable between principles. Use the 
spaces to add your own ideas.

CHALLENGE AND ENJOYMENT                 
Composing as a group. 
Demonstrating creativity through improvisation.
Creating challenge together, and assessing challenge regularly.
Presenting in new and unfamiliar settings.
Taking leadership roles; conducting.
Confidence in tackling vocal and instrumental improvisation.
Use ICT to enhance performance and to further the creative process.
Playing musical games that require focussed concentration.
Teaching others.

PERSONALISATION AND CHOICE              
Open ended free choice composition activities.
Planning with learners.
Utilising musical skills in other environments. 
Integrating personal music preferences and musical skills learnt 
elsewhere into the classroom.
Co-creating projects.
Acknowledging artistic diversity.
Allowing time for regular improvisation.
Planning in relation to each child’s musical experience and skills.

When Planning and Assessing consider the Significant Aspects of Learning in the Expressive Arts (creating, presenting, 
evaluating), the Seven Principles of Curriculum Design and Benchmarks alongside Experiences and Outcomes.
(see Appendix pages 22-26)
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RELEVANCE
Varied musical genres and activities to serve learners needs.
Using song and inventing contexts that engage and connect.
Allowing children to express their musical ‘voice’.
Connecting music to feelings.
Using differentiated learning strategies.

COHERENCE
Music projects that support current E’s and O’s in other subject areas.
Themed topic projects.
Building on previous learning.
Using video to chart progress to support planning alongside pupils.
 

DEPTH
Creating and presenting pieces with increasing complexity.
Demonstrating a fluent command of dynamic range.
Feeling absorbed in the music.
The ability to describe and define a musical motif, with the body,
words or pictures.
The ability to move others feelings.
Committing to a performance.

PROGRESSION
Evidence that skills in musical expression are being built over time,
with increased confidence in sharing ideas and presenting.
Evidence that playing ability of rhythm, pitch, dynamics, timbre, and
melody are becoming more consistent over time.
Plan with reference to developmental acquisition of skills.

BREADTH
Demonstrating increasing skills and confidence in presenting.
Using performance and communication skills to take part in other
events or project. E.g Music for a fashion show, festivals, a film etc.
Using other peoples work to extend their own understanding of music.
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By the time learners reach upper primary there may be a big gap between those with little music knowledge and those who have strong and particular skills 
acquired by: learning an instrument; being talented singers; using music technology or having much exposure to music in the home.  Maximise engagement 
through differentiated learning strategies.

• Include composition and improvisation activities in every session; this naturally allows space for talents to shine. 
This resource is based around creative activities that allow children to play/sing at any level whilst being part of 
a group experience e.g. ‘drum circle’ activities (see ‘Get Creative with Health and Wellbeing’  page 64).

• Give all children opportunities to lead.
• Offer teaching possibilities for those with particular skills. (Be on the alert for those with music technology 

skills. This is often missed.)
• Allow learners to ‘go off piste’ and veer from suggested instructions (when it does not interrupt the group’s 

learning).
• Plan with students.
• When planning leave space for open ended, free choice composing time.
• Use those songs with harmony parts if you have strong singers (even if you are not confident with singing, use the CD and let them lead). 
• Give choice on what roles learners take, and remember there are many different roles in a music classroom from conducting to sound recording.
• Check regularly for challenge and adapt appropriately, discussing options for increasing or decreasing challenge with learners.

DIFFERENTIATED LEARNING STRATEGIES

Ask learners about their musical experiences and tastes.Get to know their skills.

to be included

 

fairness choice
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PROGRESSION
The two key resources recommended for planning and assessment are the Experiences and Outcomes and Benchmarks. Benchmarks help practitioners 
understand standards for each level and identify next steps in learning.  In order to chart progression in creativity Edinburgh Council have developed a 3-18 
Creativity Skills Progression Framework.

Assessment Focus
Assessment in the expressive arts will focus on children and young people’s skills and abilities to express themselves through creating, presenting, evaluating and 
appreciating. Approaches to assessment will also include a focus on their abilities to recognise, present and discuss their own feelings and emotions and those of 
others. How do we know what to look for?

When Creating consider how children: 
• approach musical exploration
• invent their own parts
• make up melodic lines
• use musical language to discuss ideas
• convey mood and atmosphere
• record their musical ideas.

When Presenting consider how children:
• perform with confidence
• use musical expression (the use of dynamics)
• communicate the mood of a piece
• follow or give performance directions
• are able to keep their own part
• work as an ensemble player.

When Evaluating and Appreciating 
consider how children:
• reflect on their own and others work
• receive feedback and adapt 
• give feedback using musical language
• are able to describe their feelings about a 

piece of work
• are able to describe how something sounds
• give explanations for musical preferences.

How well can I sing with accurate pitch and good diction? 
How well can I experiment with my voice, making different types and ranges of 
sound?
How well can I sing/play with dynamic range (singing quietly and loudly)?
How well can I follow performance directions e.g. following the leader, conducting 
and visual cues?
How well can I use musical language to discuss my own and others’ work?
How well can I use tuned percussion or other instruments to play simple melodies? 

Self Evaluation Questions for Learners
How well can I convey the mood and the character of a song?
How well can I use  technology to make and record music?
How well can I listen and reflect back other people’s ideas?
How well do I participate in group singing?
How well do I participate in group instrumental playing?
How well can I make up my own musical ideas?
How well can I express my feelings and opinions about music?
How well can I write down my musical ideas?
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EVIDENCE
As with all subjects evidence will come from a variety of sources. Given music’s unique place as a heard art form, evidence should be weighted towards sound 
and video recordings alongside observations and learners’ own feedback.

The benefits of regularly using mobile technologies for music technologies:
• captures student learning in real time
• saves time (instead of writing evidence, capture it as it is spoken)
• helps learners plan and reflect
• accelerates learning.

Conversations/ People’s views
This can include conversations with learners, parents/carers, audiences, and can be supported by the use of mobile technology, as well as daily conversations that 
arise during a class.

Observations 
This is focussed on watching and listening. The key question will be, what do I hear? 
Opportunities for close observation can arise when: small group tasks are underway; when there 
are solo singing opportunities; small group or solo performance; during performances. Again, film 
footage of performances enables accurate observation later for both teacher and learner.

Products
This will include: recordings of work/performances (this will make up the main part); invented 
scores and notation; any writing about a work; any other products produced e.g. a CD cover for 
class recordings or poster for a performance etc.

conversations

assessment
of learning

products observations

Each of the three categories can make 
use of video and audio recordings.
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At the end of a performance to parents/carers or community members, two 
pairs of film makers interview the audience as they leave using cameras or 
iPads. Questions are prepared beforehand or the two stars and a wish approach 
is used (two positive things and one aspect to be improved). 

Learners are working in groups of four. They take turns in pairs to sing a song 
they have learnt as a group and the other pair consider: how clearly the 
words are sung;  whether the pitch is accurate (and if not where the pitch is 
inaccurate) and if the singers are able to convey the mood of the song.

Parents/carers are asked  (during parents evening, with a survey that the child 
asks them at home, in casual conversation etc…) whether their child has given 
them feedback on their musical activities in school or if they are involved in any 
music activities at home. This results in interesting feedback that can support 
both progression and planning.

Each learner has a sound and document file where they collect their ‘best’ 
work. This includes pictorial evidence of any invented scores, notated rhythms 
or songs, plus any achievements/performances they have done outside school 
time. This file is reviewed by the learner at the beginning of the term/year to 
highlight the progress they have made in the previous session and to consider 
next steps. 

At the end of a session learners are asked to stand on an imaginary diagonal 
line from one corner of the room to another. They are asked a question such 
as ‘how challenging was the lesson today?’  The top corner represents too 
much challenge, the bottom corner too little, and the space in-between shows 
a gradation. Children are encouraged to be honest and respect each other’s 
position. Some pupils are asked how they think the lesson could change to 
offer more or less challenge (as appropriate).

A class is creating a body percussion piece as a group. At the end of each 
session a video clip is taken and watched at the beginning of the next session, 
saving much time on remembering and agreeing/disagreeing about what was 
decided the week before. Progress is almost twice as fast as with a similar 
group not using video recordings.

Learners are composing songs in pairs and their songs are recorded on an iPad 
during the session. The songs are played to the group to get feedback.
By using recordings, learners don’t have a problem replicating their work in 
front of the group (a melody can be hard to remember) and have time to 
reflect on changes or embed the melody.

At the beginning of the term/academic year, learners watch video footage of 
their musical achievements from the previous year in order to help them plan 
alongside the teacher for progression. Conversations can be had as to how 
to increase challenge/enjoyment, become more confident in performance, 
become more proficient in rhythmic skills, singing etc… Benchmarks can be 
discussed during this conversation, concluding with some brain storming of 
ideas for musical projects in the current year. 

Examples of collecting evidence:

challenge

Evidence that supports learning and planning
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NEEDS BASED PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT
This is based around a key group of needs that can be used to plan and evaluate learning. 
These needs are: creativity, structure, play, choice, to listen, respect, to be included, enjoyment, challenge, collaboration.
These provide a helpful framework to evaluate success. If all these are in play at some point in a session, the probability is that learning will be effective.
Most of the activities are based around structures that give a framework for creativity. This is a planning starting point. Thereafter the subsequent needs can be 
taken into consideration to stay on track with inclusive and meaningful learning experiences. 

Examples of using the needs approach:
Choice is selected as a focus need, and the group consider during activities how more choice can be given and adapt activities appropriately.

The ‘to listen’ card is passed around the circle during a plenary. Attention is focussed on the person with the card. 

Discuss what it means to be ‘included’. Pay attention to this during the session. Ask yourself what you can do to be more included, or ask someone else what 
you can do to include them more.

When learning rhythmic units, some learners may already have skill in this area through learning an instrument. To ensure progression, check for ‘challenge’ 
and discuss with more able learners what can increase their level of challenge. 

For more information and introductory activities on a needs based approach see ‘Get Creative with Health and Wellbeing’ pages 79-88.

choice to listencreativity structure play

challenge collaborationto be included

 

respect enjoyment
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Appendix

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺
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MUSICAL LANGUAGE
Suggested terms for each level
It’s worth becoming conversant with a small number of terms and weaving these into learning. The following are only suggestions.

Early
forte
piano
rest
call and answer

Level 1
beat 
canon 
chant
choir
crescendo
diminuendo
duet
dynamics
orchestra
pitch
pulse
rhythm
solo
tempo 

Level 2
accent
bar
chord
chord progression
downbeat
drone
ensemble
flat
harmony
key signature
lento
major
minor
notation
off beat
ostinato
presto
scale
sharp
staff
unison

Note lengths

Semibreve – 4 beats  w

Minim – 2 beats  
h

Crotchet – 1 beat  q

Quaver – ½ beat ;

Semiquaver – ¼ beat 
x

Give children a language to discuss musical ideas.
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DEFINITIONS
ACCENT Where the music is emphasised. ENSEMBLE All instruments in an orchestra or all 

voices in a choir, playing at once.
PITCH How high or low a note is.

BAR A regular section on a staff, separated 
by vertical lines. Contains the beats.

FLAT Playing a note a semitone lower than 
the written one.

PULSE The constant beat in a piece of music.

BEAT Unit of rhythm. FORTE Loud. REST The moment when a note is not 
played for a defined length of time.

CALL AND 
ANSWER

One person or a group sing/play a 
short musical phrase, the group sing/
play back. The answer can be identical 
or different to the call.

HARMONY Pleasing combination of two or more 
notes, played in background behind 
melody.

RHYTHM Structured groups of accented and 
unaccented beats.

CANON A tune that is repeated at regular 
intervals by different performers, but 
with different starting times.

KEY
SIGNATURE

The flats and sharps at the beginning 
of each line, to be played throughout 
the piece.

SCALE Successive notes of a key, ascending 
or descending.

CHANT Singing in unison, with a similar 
rhythm to speech.

LENTO Slow. SHARP Playing a note a semitone higher than 
the written one.

CHOIR Group of singers. MAJOR A happy sounding piece of music. SLUR A curve over notes, suggesting that 
they are slurred together.

CHORD 2 or more notes (usually 3) played 
simultaneously in harmony.

MINOR A sad sounding piece of music. STACCATO Short, sharp notes.

CLEF  A symbol on written music, defining 
what pitch to play the note.

NOTATION A method of writing music. STAFF Five horizontal lines on which notes 
are written.

CRESCENDO Gradual increase in loudness. OCTAVE 8 Full tones above the key note. Start 
and end of a scale.

SUSTAIN Keep a sound going.

DOWNBEAT First beat in a bar. OFF BEAT The unaccented beat. TEMPO Speed of a piece.
DRONE Monotonous tone. ORCHESTRA A large group of instruments, usually 

classical.
TIME
SIGNATURE

How many beats to a bar.

DUET Two vocalists or instruments. OSTINATO  A continually repeated musical 
phrase or rhythm.

UNISON Playing or singing the same notes 
simultaneously.

DYNAMICS How loud or quiet a piece of music is. PRESTO Quick and lively.
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Guidance on using Benchmarks for Assessment  
March 2017 
 
Education Scotland’s Curriculum for Excellence (CfE) Statement for Practitioners  
(Aug 2016) stated that the two key resources which support practitioners to plan learning, teaching and assessment are: 
 
• Experiences and Outcomes 
• Benchmarks 
 
Benchmarks have been developed to provide clarity on the national standards expected within each curriculum area at each level. They set out 
clear lines of progression in literacy and English and numeracy and mathematics, and across all other curriculum areas from Early to Fourth 
Levels (First to Fourth Levels in Modern Languages). Their purpose is to make clear what learners need to know and be able to do to progress 
through the levels, and to support consistency in teachers’ and other practitioners’ professional judgements. 
 
Skills development is integrated into the Benchmarks to support greater shared understanding. An understanding of skills and how well they 
are developing will enable learners to make links between their current learning and their future career options and employment. 
 
Benchmarks draw together and streamline a wide range of previous assessment guidance (including significant aspects of learning, 
progression frameworks and annotated exemplars) into one key resource to support teachers’ and other practitioners’ professional judgement 
of children’s and young people’s progress across all curriculum areas. 
 
Benchmarks have been designed to support professional dialogue as part of the moderation process to assess where children and young 
people are in their learning.  
They will help to support holistic assessment approaches across learning. They should not be ticked off individually for assessment purposes. 
 
Benchmarks for literacy and numeracy should be used to support teachers’ professional judgement of achievement of a level. In other 
curriculum areas, Benchmarks support teachers and other practitioners to understand standards and identify children’s and  
young people’s next steps in learning. Evidence of progress and achievement will  
come from a variety of sources including: 

• observing day-to-day learning within the classroom, playroom or working area; 
• observation and feedback from learning activities that take place in other environments, for example, outdoors, on work placements; 
• coursework, including tests; 
• learning conversations; and 
• planned periodic holistic assessment.  
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Benchmarks in curriculum areas  
 
Benchmarks in each curriculum area are designed to be concise and accessible, with sufficient detail to communicate clearly the standards 
expected for each curriculum level.  
 
Teachers and other practitioners can draw upon the Benchmarks to assess the knowledge, understanding, and skills for learning, life and 
work which children are developing in each curriculum area. 
 
In secondary schools, Benchmarks can support subject specialist teachers in making robust assessments of learners’ progress and the 
standards they achieve. They will help teachers ensure that learners make appropriate choices and are presented at an appropriate level for
National Qualifications in the senior phase. This can help avoid excessive workload for teachers and unnecessary assessments for learners.
For example, learners should have achieved relevant Fourth level Experiences and Outcomes before embarking on the National 5 qualifications.
Schools should take careful account of this when options for S4 are being agreed. Benchmarks should be used to help with these important considerations. 

 
Literacy and numeracy 
 
In literacy and numeracy, Benchmarks support teachers’ professional judgement of achievement of a level. Teachers’ professional judgements 
will be collected and published at national, local and school levels. It is important that these judgements are robust and reliable. This can only 
be achieved through effective moderation of planning learning, teaching and assessment.  
 
Achievement of a level is based on teacher professional judgement, well informed by a wide range of evidence. Benchmarks should be used to 
review the range of evidence gathered to determine if the expected standard has been achieved and the learner has: 

• achieved a breadth of learning across the knowledge, understanding and skills  
as set out in the experiences and outcomes for the level; 

• responded consistently well to the level of challenge set out in the Experiences  
and Outcomes for the level and has moved forward to learning at the next level  
in some aspects; and 

• demonstrated application of what they have learned in new and unfamiliar situations.  
 
It is not necessary for learners to demonstrate mastery of every individual aspect of learning within Benchmarks at a particular level and before 
moving on to the next level. However, it is important that there are no major gaps in children’s and young people's learning when looking across the
major organisers in each curriculum area. 
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Planning learning, teaching and assessment using the Benchmarks 
 
In addition to the Curriculum for Excellence (CfE) Statement for Practitioners from  
HM Chief Inspector of Education, August 2016 on the purpose and use of Benchmarks, teachers and other practitioners should note the 
following advice. 
 

KEY MESSAGES – WHAT TO DO KEY MESSAGES – WHAT TO AVOID 
• Use literacy and numeracy Benchmarks 

to help monitor progress towards 
achievement of a level, and to support 
overall professional judgement of when  
a learner has achieved a level.  

• Avoid undue focus on individual 
Benchmarks which may result  
in over-assessing or recording  
of learners’ progress. 

• Become familiar with other curriculum 
area Benchmarks over time. 

• Avoid the requirement to spend time 
collating excessive evidence to assess 
learners’ achievement.  

• Use Benchmarks to help assess whether 
learners are making suitable progress 
towards the national standards expected 
and use the evidence to plan their next, 
challenging steps in learning. 

• There is no need to provide curriculum 
level judgements in all curriculum areas  
– stick to literacy and numeracy.  

• Discuss Benchmarks within and  
across schools to achieve a shared 
understanding of the national standards 
expected across curriculum areas. 

• Do not create excessive or elaborate 
approaches to monitoring and tracking. 
 

 • Do not assess Benchmarks individually. 
Plan periodic, holistic assessment of 
children’s and young people’s learning.  

 • Do not tick off individual Benchmarks.  
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Early Level Expressive Arts 
 

Curriculum 
Organisers 

Experiences and Outcomes  
for planning learning, teaching 

and assessment 
Benchmarks to support practitioners’ professional judgement 

Music I enjoy singing and playing along 
to music of different styles and 
cultures.  

EXA 0-16a 
 
I have the freedom to use my 
voice, musical instruments and 
music technology to discover  
and enjoy playing with sound  
and rhythm.  

EXA 0-17a 
 

Inspired by a range of stimuli,  
and working on my own and/or 
with others, I can express and 
communicate my ideas, thoughts 
and feelings through musical 
activities. 

EXA 0-18a 
 

I can respond to music by 
describing my thoughts and 
feelings about my own and 
others’ work.  

EXA 0-19a  
 

• Participates actively and uses his/her voice in singing activities from a range  
of styles and cultures, for example, nursery rhymes and songs with actions.  

• Uses instruments such as drum, claves, chime bar to play along to a range 
of music styles. 

• Shares thoughts and feelings about music experiences such as live and/or 
recorded music, peer nursery rhyme performances, school concerts, giving 
reasons for likes and dislikes.  

• Shares views and listens appropriately to the views of others, for example,  
states if the music is fast/slow or loud/quiet.  
  

When communicating ideas and feelings through creative music activities:  
 

• uses voice to explore sound and rhythm, for example, hums, whispers, sings; 
• chooses different musical instruments to play such as chime bar, drum or body 

percussion, exploring sound and rhythm by, for example, clapping, tapping; 
• uses technology to capture sound, for example, audio recorders, microphones, 

apps and other software. 
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First Level Expressive Arts 
 

Curriculum 
Organisers 

Experiences and Outcomes  
for planning learning, teaching 

and assessment 
Benchmarks to support practitioners’ professional judgement 

Music I can sing and play music from 
other styles and cultures, showing 
growing confidence and skill while 
learning about musical notation 
and performance directions. 

EXA 1-16a 
 

I can use my voice, musical 
instruments and music technology 
to discover and enjoy playing with 
sound, rhythm, pitch and 
dynamics.  

EXA 1-17a 
 

Inspired by a range of stimuli,  
and working on my own and/or 
with others, I can express and 
communicate my ideas, thoughts 
and feelings through musical 
activities. 

EXA 1-18a 
 

I have listened to a range of 
music and can respond by 
discussing my thoughts and 
feelings. I can give and accept 
constructive comment on my  
own and others’ work. 

EXA 1-19a 
 

• Performs songs with enthusiasm, from a range of styles and cultures, 
demonstrating a variety of basic singing techniques such as accurate pitch,  
good diction and appropriate dynamics, for example, loud or quiet. 

• Performs a simple rhythm part on a range of instruments, for example, keeps the 
beat using body/untuned percussion.  
 

• Performs simple melodic parts, for example, on tuned percussion, tin whistle, 
recorder. 

• Follows performance directions, for example, follows the group leader. 
• Follows simple music notation, for example, in the form of pictures, graphics,  

treble clef. 
• Shares thoughts and feelings by expressing personal views in response to musical 

experiences such as performances, school shows and music from different styles 
and cultures. 

• Shares views and listens appropriately to views of others, suggesting what works 
well and what could be improved in their own and others’ work, using some music 
vocabulary. 
 

When communicating ideas and feelings through creative musical activities, working 
on their own and/or with others: 
 
• uses voice, instruments and technology to create musical ideas using sound, 

rhythm, pitch and dynamics, for example, by creating a soundscape or by adding 
tuned/untuned percussion to enhance a story or a song.  
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Second Level Expressive Arts 
 

Curriculum 
Organisers 

Experiences and Outcomes  
for planning learning, teaching 

and assessment 
Benchmarks to support practitioners’ professional judgement 

Music I can sing and play music from  
a range of styles and cultures, 
showing skill and using performance 
directions, and/or musical notation. 

EXA 2-16a 
 
I can use my voice, musical 
instruments and music technology  
to experiment with sounds, pitch, 
melody, rhythm, timbre and 
dynamics.  

EXA 2-17a 
 

Inspired by a range of stimuli,  
and working on my own and/or  
with others, I can express and 
communicate my ideas, thoughts 
and feelings through musical 
activities. 

EXA 2-18a 
 

I have listened to a range of music 
and can respond by discussing my 
thoughts and feelings. I can give  
and accept constructive comment  
on my own and others’ work. 

EXA 2-19a 
 

• Performs songs in unison and in parts, individually or as part of a group,  
and communicates the mood and character of songs from a range of styles  
and cultures, such as folk songs or songs from musicals, using appropriate 
performance directions, for example, gradually getting louder/quieter, and/or 
musical notation. 

• Performs on instruments, individually or as part of a group, to communicate  
the mood and character of a piece of music through, for example, the use  
of appropriate dynamics and expression. 

• Applies verbal and non-verbal techniques whilst giving and/or following 
performance directions, for example, eye contact and/or body language.  

• Uses voice, instruments and technology to create music, experimenting  
with timbre, for example, uses tuned/untuned percussion instruments  
to create simple melodies and rhythms.  

• Explains preference for music pieces listened to, live and/or recorded,  
using appropriate music concepts. 

• Recognises a range of music styles and identifies some of the main  
instruments used in, for example, classical music, jazz music, rock  
and pop music. 

• Explains, with supporting reasons, what works well and what could be  
improved in their own and others’ work, using appropriate music vocabulary. 
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Third Level Expressive Arts 
 

Curriculum 
Organisers 

Experiences and Outcomes  
for planning learning, teaching 

and assessment 
Benchmarks to support practitioners’ professional judgement 

Music I can sing and/or play music from  
a range of styles and cultures  
and perform my chosen music 
confidently using performance 
directions, musical notation  
and/or playing by ear. 

EXA 3-16a 
 

I can use my voice, musical 
instruments or music technology to 
improvise or compose with melody, 
rhythm, harmony, timbre and 
structure.  

EXA 3-17a 
  

I have listened to a range of music 
and can identify features and 
concepts. I can give constructive 
comments on my own and others’ 
work, including the work of 
professionals. 

EXA 3-19a 
 

• Performs music individually, with accuracy, from at least two contrasting  
styles, using two instruments or one instrument and voice, as solo performances 
to a standard equivalent to that of ABRSM Grade 1.  

• Plays by ear or uses appropriate music notation, for example, treble clef 
notation, tablature, graphic scores or chord symbols, to give a group or 
individual performance.  

• Performs individually and as part of a group, communicating the mood and 
character of a piece of music, for example, uses appropriate dynamics and 
expression by following notated performance directions such as dynamic 
markings. 

• Uses voice, instruments and technology to create music, showing 
understanding of musical structure, for example, creates in simple verse chorus 
form, creates short sequenced pieces using technology, creates short 16 bar 
music in binary form, experiments with voices/instruments to create sound 
effects. 

• Uses appropriate music performance plans, recording facilities and music 
notation to capture ideas, for example, uses treble clef notation or tablature  
or records using technology or creates a performance plan. 

• Recognises a wide range of music styles, identifying instruments, genres  
and instrumental techniques. 

• Evaluates their own work and the work of others, including visiting artistes, 
using appropriate music vocabulary. 
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Fourth Level Expressive Arts 
 

Curriculum 
Organisers 

Experiences and Outcomes  
for planning learning, teaching 

and assessment 
Benchmarks to support practitioners’ professional judgement 

Music I can give assured, expressive and 
imaginative performances of vocal 
and/or instrumental music from a 
wide range of styles and cultures, 
using performance directions, 
musical notation, and/or playing  
by ear. 

EXA 4-16a 
I can use my chosen vocal and/or 
instrumental skills to improvise and 
compose, showing developing style 
and sophistication. 

EXA 4-17a  
I can use music technology to 
compose, record and produce  
music and to enhance performance.  

EXA 4-17b 
Having developed my ideas from  
a range of stimuli, I can create  
and present compositions using  
a broad range of musical concepts 
and ideas.  

EXA 4-18a 
Having reflected on my personal 
experiences, including participation 
and engagement with professionals, 
I can listen to a wide range of music 
and identify and analyse technical 
aspects, make informed judgments 
and express personal opinions  
on my own and others’ work.  

EXA 4-19a 
 

• Performs music individually, with accuracy and assurance, from at least  
two contrasting styles, using two instruments or one instrument and voice,  
as solo performances to a standard equivalent to that of ABRSM Grade 2.  

• Plays by ear or uses appropriate music notation such as treble clef notation, 
tablature, graphic scores, chord symbols, to give an individual performance.  

• Communicates the mood and character of a piece of music, for example, 
through the use of appropriate dynamics and by following notated performance 
directions such as dynamic markings, tempo changes and expression marks.  

• Creates and develops structured original music compositions using instruments 
or voice, for example, a tonal piece in Binary Form (AB) including imperfect and 
perfect cadences for single-line instrument and voice and a broken chord 
accompaniment. Uses technology to record and reflect upon original work. 

• Uses appropriate music notation, for example, treble clef notation or tablature  
or records using technology and creates a performance plan. 

• Uses technology to develop and structure short melodic ideas into original 
music, for example, uses software with midi input to create a minimalist style 
composition using short, repeated ostinati/cells of music.  

• Applies knowledge of music concepts to develop original ideas, for example, 
takes a 2-bar melodic phrase and creates a sequence passage which can be 
imitated in a different part.  

• Uses notes and/or other sources to generate ideas, inform thinking  
and support the creation of original music performance. 

• Uses a practice/performance log to record and evaluate performances  
on chosen instrument(s)/voice, including points for improvement.  

• Engages and listens well to various genres of music ranging from the Baroque 
period to modern music and identifies appropriate music concepts and 
compositional techniques, for example, listens to excerpts of music and  
gives a short, written or oral analysis, including the use of relevant concepts.  

• Evaluates and offers justified comments on the performances of others including 
professionals, to agreed criteria, for example, the performances of others in a 
“class concert”, an original peer composition. 

• Makes detailed evaluative comments about aspects of the content, form  
and style of live and/or recorded performances, for example, identifies genre, 
style, period, technical aspects, instrumental grouping and other appropriate 
concepts, using appropriate music vocabulary consistently. 
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Unlocking Creativity Skills in Learners 

                                                                                                                                                          Evaluation Checklist 
 
 

Points for observation Rating 1-5 
(1=weak and 

5=strong) 

Notes 

Engagement with the task 
 
Are learners….. 

 
• asking effective questions? 

 

 
• making connections and noticing patterns and 

anomalies? 
 

 
• defining problems and identifying where intervention 

would solve them? 
 

 
• exploring, combining and refining multiple ideas, 

options and viewpoints? 
 

• using imagination purposefully to explore ideas? 
 

• able to see a range of possible outcomes? 
 

• managing uncertainty and responding positively to the 
unexpected? 
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Points for observation Rating 1-5 Notes 
Managing their learning 
Are learners…. 
• taking responsibility for their own creative 

approaches (alone or in groups)? 
 

• developing initial ideas well and following through on 
those with the most potential? 

 
• crafting and presenting appropriate solutions? 

 
• overcoming obstacles to progress? 

  

Evaluating their learning 
Are learners……. 
• continuously interrogating their ideas and checking 
      them against the brief? 

 
• responding positively to mistakes and failures? 

 
• Identifying clearly whether their solution is appropriate 
      and if not, what would have worked better? 

 
• recognising and articulating how they have used their 

creativity skills? 

  

Evaluating  wider impact of creative activity 
Are you…… 

• tracking individual learner progress against 
specific criteria? 

 
• analysing the impact of creative activity on other 

areas of learning or development? 
 

• identifying how the lessons of a creative 
experience could be applied in other areas? 
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                                                                    Designing and Delivering Creative Learning Activities 
                                                                                                                                                                  Planning Checklist 
 
 

Points to consider Rating 1-5 
(1=weak and 

5=strong) 

Notes 

Designing learning activities to develop 
creativity skills 
Does the activity……… 
• Include a strong element of personalisation and choice? 

 
• Stimulate curiosity and open-ended exploration using 

effective starting points and other stimuli, for example: 
o problems; issues; objects; stories; topical 

events; scenarios; role play or forum theatre 
o contact with creative people; unfamiliar 

environments? 
 

• Build on prior knowledge, skills and experience while 
            taking learners into new areas of learning? 
 

• Contain helpful guidelines and boundaries? 

  

Planning the learning 
Does the activity……… 
• Include opportunities for the progressive development of 

skills? 
 

• Contain challenges which each learner can respond to 
according to their needs? 

 

 

• Include opportunities for learners to shape their own 
learning, which have been discussed and agreed with 
them? 
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Points to consider Rating 1-5 
(1=weak and 

5=strong) 

Notes 

Setting the context for creative learning 
• Do relationships between staff and learners support 

enquiry activity? 
 
• Do you encourage exploration and discovery rather than 

o providing all the answers? 
 

• Do you guide learning, whilst encouraging learners to 
take responsibility and make decisions? 

 
• Do you support learners to learn from mistakes? 

 
• Are learning spaces flexibly organised? 

 
• Do learners have opportunities to learn with and from 

others? 
 

 
• Are learners supported to manage a creative 

project effectively? 
•  

  

 

Supporting learners to evaluate their learning 
Are you…. 

• Using supportive dialogue to encourage learners to 
review their work, discuss progress and identify next 
steps? 

 

 
• Helping learners to give and receive constructive 

feedback? 
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THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC
An overview of the key elements that are generally present in a musical composition. 

Pitch - register (high or low);  organization of pitches with a pattern of intervals between them creates scales.  

Rhythm - the time element of music.  A specific rhythm is a specific pattern in time; we usually hear these in relation to a steady pulse. 

Tempo - the speed of the music ranging from fast to slow. Tempo plays a considerable role in defining the mood of a piece.
 

Melody - or musical line, is a combination of pitch and rhythm.  Sometimes a melody is considered to be the theme of a composition. We might characterize  
       melody by its contour (rising or falling) and the size of the intervals in it.  
 

Timbre - sound quality or tone colour; timbre is the characteristic that allows us to distinguish between one instrument and another, and the difference   
      between vowel sounds (e.g. long “a” or “ee”). Terms we might use to describe timbre:  bright, dark, brassy, reedy, harsh, noisy, thin, buzzy, pure, raspy,  
      shrill, mellow, strained. 
 

Dynamics - loud or soft.  A composition that has extremely soft passages as well as extremely loud passages is said to have a large or wide dynamic range.   
             Dynamics can change suddenly or gradually (crescendo: getting louder, or decrescendo: getting softer).
 

Texture -  the way the various elements of rhythm, melody, harmony are combined to create a composition. The texture is often described in regard to density,  
         for example a thick texture could contain many layers of voices.

  These are the building blocks of music.
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